
Alphabet Categories

Lesson Type: Group or Individual
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary
Best Setting: Online and In-Person!

Description:
1. Teacher Picks a Category (examples: animals, countries, fruits and vegetables, adjectives,

vocabulary from the lesson, etc.).
2. Optional: Teacher then begins a rhythmic chant (usually 2 knee slaps and 1 clap) to give

students a time limit to think of the word
3. Student(s) then do a word relating to the theme for each letter of the alphabet, A to Z.

Alternatively, you can go backwards Z to A, or choose one letter to make it challenging!

--

Where the West Wind Blows

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Comprehension
Best Setting: In-Person!

Description:
1. Students sit in chairs in a circle, always one less than the amount of players. Teacher or

first Student stands in the center and says the following statement: The West Wind Blows
for those who _________.

2. The blank above can be any statement that applies to the speaker. Such as “for those
who are wearing red shoes” or “for those who ate breakfast today.” If the statement is true
for the student, they have to get up and find another chair. Whoever does not sit down
must now be “the speaker” and make their own statement.

--

Supermarket

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults



Focus: Memory
Best Setting: Online or In-Person!

Description:
1. Create a circle of students, or an order in which they will speak. Student 1 starts by saying

“I went to the supermarket and I bought ______,” choosing what they want to fill in the
blank.

2. Student 2 then repeats what student one bought and adds another item. This continues
until a student forgets!

--

Telephone

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Listening Comprehension
Best Setting: In-Person!

Description:
1. Students form teams (or form one line) and stand in lines, facing away from each other.

The teacher gives the student at the beginning of the line a sentence. The student then
has to whisper the sentence in the next student’s ear until it gets to the end. Then you
see how close the students were to the original sentence!

2. Alternatively, have students alternate between whispering the sentence/word or trying to
reenact it. This produces funny results but can be challenging!

--

Scavenger Hunt

Lesson Type: Individual or Group
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Speaking and Getting to Know Each Other
Best Setting: Online!

Description:
1. Give students a specific category, such as “something blue” or “your most cherished

possession,” and give students a few minutes to find it (you can, of course, have them
prepare it before the lesson as well).



2. Then, have each student explain why they brought that item and what it means to them.
3. You can also utilize this activity for deeper conversations, such as having each student

bring an item related to a certain Sustainable Development Goal and explain why it is
related to the SDG. This will help students think about how they are active citizens!

--

Introduction Game

Lesson Type: Individual
English Level:  Beginner
Student Age: 10ish
Focus: Introductions
Best Setting: In-person/online

Description:
1. Students write their names on a piece of paper and then crumple it and mix it in the

center of the room. They retrieve a random piece of paper and introduce themselves until
they find the other student with their name. Depth of introductory statements is up to the
teacher. This can also be done through zoom if students have the ability to jump around
breakout rooms or using a platform like Remo.

--

20 Questions

Lesson Type: Individual or Group
English Level:  Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Question and Answer, Vocabulary
Best Setting: In-person/online

Description:
1. One student (or teacher) chooses a person, place, or thing, preferably from a current

vocabulary list or relating to the lesson theme.
2. Students then take turns asking yes or no questions, trying to deduce what the secret

word is. The number of questions is limited to 20.

--

Who am I?

Lesson Type: Individual or Group



English Level:  Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Question and Answer, Vocabulary
Best Setting: In-person/online

Description:
1. Similar to 20 questions, but one student holds up a picture to their forehead, or if online,

is assigned a person, place or thing. The other students all know the answer.
2. The assigned student asks questions to the other students or teacher to try and figure out

who or what they are.
3. You can limit the questions to 20, just like 20 questions.

--

Taboo or Heads Up!

Lesson Type: Individual or Group
English Level:  Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Question and Answer, Vocabulary
Best Setting: In-person/online

Description:
1. Students or teachers draw cards (preferably from relevant vocabulary lists) or use the app

“Heads Up” (or similar app or website) and try to explain that card to other
students/teachers, without saying the word.

2. To make it more challenging, provide 5 similar words that the student can also not say.
For example, if the word is purple, students are not allowed to say “color, red, blue, royal,
or rain.” If a student accidentally says one of these “Taboo” words, go to the next card.

3. You can play in teams to challenge each other within groups! Set a timer to 30 or 60
seconds as well.

--

One Sentence

Lesson Type: Individual or Group (group preferred)
English Level:  Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary, Grammar, Sentence Structure, Creativity
Best Setting: In-person/online



Description:
1. Take turns with your student(s) creating a sentence. You can set up a theme or a goal of

the sentence relating to your lesson.
2. Challenge students to create an entire story, from beginning to end, which may take

multiple sentences.
3. If needed, start it with “once upon a time” and set a clear ending goal so students know

when they can try to end the story.
4. Record the story (writing down or audio) to play it back for the students to see what they

created together!

--

Simon Says

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary/Verbs
Best Setting: Online and In-Person

Description:
1. Teacher Picks a “Simon,” this person is it and controls what the group does
2. “Simon” says “Simon says…” [insert action here]
3. Everyone in the group must do what “Simon” says.
4. If “Simon” doesnt say “Simon says…” before asking the group to do an action, the

students that perform that action are out
5. The game continues until only one person is left, the last person becomes the next

“Simon”

--

Alphabet Race

Lesson Type: Group or Individual
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary
Best Setting: Online and In-Person!

Description:
1. The teacher has all letters of the alphabet written on notecards
2. Students line up in two groups, team A vs. team B



3. 3, 2, 1… the teacher holds up a random notecard with a letter on it. The student to think of
a word that begins with that letter wins and the other student is out

4. The game continues until one of the groups runs out of students, the other team wins

--

英語限定連想ゲーム (English - only word association game)

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary
Best Setting: Online and In - Person

Description:
1. One student is given a word to describe. (They cannot use any actions or movements to

describe the word!)
2. The other students use the clues given by the first student to figure out the given word.
3. Set a timer for 60 seconds and see who can get through the most terms the fastest!

--

Storytelling

Lesson type: Group (2 - 4 people)
English level: High beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Teens (Adults?)
Focus: Vocabulary, Grammar, and Reading Comprehension
Best Setting: Online and In - Person

Description:
1. Each group is handed a piece of paper with a story title written on the top.
2. The group is to write a story that would go along with the story title written at the top.
3. Each student will take turns (one sentence per turn) adding to the story until the story is

finished (ie. someone finishes the story).
**To make this even more difficult; include specific storylines, themes, and/or vocabulary words
that you would like the students to include in their story.

--



Go Fish with Homophones

Lesson type: Group (Small groups of 4-5 preferred)
English level: High Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary, Speaking, Listening Comprehension
Best Setting: In - Person

Description:
1. Make a list of numerous homophone pairs on an index card or piece of paper and shuffle!
2. Each student gets five cards; while the remainder is in a pile in the center.
3. Going around the circle, the goal of the game is to find the matching homophone.  (They

can ask another student if they  “have a word that sounds like . . . . “
a. For example:

i. S1: Do you have a word that sounds like “plane”?
ii. S2: Yes I do (hands over “plain”)

4. In order to keep the matching pair, S1 must use both words correctly in a sentence (or
two).

5. If S2 does not have a matching pair (homophone) then they say “go fish” and S1 draws
from the pile and ends their turn.

6. This continues around the circle until all pairs are matched.
**Adapted from #2 of:7 Fun ESL Games to Practice Pronunciation (busyteacher.org)

--

Group Counting

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner but can be fun for all ages !
Student Age: 5-15
Focus: Reading people/keeping track of numbers spoken
Best Setting: In a circle in a classroom

Description:
1. The teacher will explain that the group is going to count to X# (20, 50, up to you). But

there is no specific order for who says which number and anyone can call out a number.
2. However, the numbers MUST be in sequential order and no two students can call out the

same number.
3. If this happens, then the group must start over.

Ex:
a. Student A shouts: 1!
b. Student B shouts: 2!

https://busyteacher.org/14855-7-fun-esl-games-to-practice-pronunciation.html


c. Students C and D both shout: 3! → the game must start again

Last Letter Game

Lesson Type: at least 2 but a group is best
English Level: Intermediate to advanced
Student Age: 13-21
Focus: Vocabulary
Best Setting: Any setting (can be done online)

Description:
1. Choose a category (countries, animals, food, etc.)
2. Once chosen, one student names a word within that vocabulary (i.e. Canada)
3. The next student must think of a vocab word within that category that starts with the last

letter of the previous vocab word (i.e. Argentina)

Telephone

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner-Intermediate
Student Age: 10-16
Focus: Pronunciation, sentence, vocab
Best Setting: In a circle in a classroom (will not work online)

Description
1. The teacher arranges the students sitting in a big circle
2. The teacher whispers one sentence into the ear of the student on their right
3. That student whispers the sentence (or at the least the one they heard) into the student

on their right and so forth
4. Students whisper around the circle until the student on the teacher’s left stands up and

says out loud the sentence they heard

--

Games

Simon Says

Lesson Type: Group
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary/Verbs



Best Setting: Online and In-Person

Description:
1. Teacher Picks a “Simon,” this person is it and controls what the group does
2. “Simon” says “Simon says…” [insert action here]
3. Everyone in the group must do what “Simon” says.
4. If “Simon” doesnt say “Simon says…” before asking the group to do an action, the

students that perform that action are out
5. The game continues until only one person is left, the last person becomes the next

“Simon”

--

Alphabet Race

Lesson Type: Group or Individual
English Level: Beginner to Advanced
Student Age: Kids to Adults
Focus: Vocabulary
Best Setting: Online and In-Person!

Description:
1. The teacher has all letters of the alphabet written on notecards
2. Students line up in two groups, team A vs. team B
3. 3, 2, 1… the teacher holds up a random notecard with a letter on it. The student to think of

a word that begins with that letter wins and the other student is out
4. The game continues until one of the groups runs out of students, the other team wins

--

Jeopardy!

So, my AP Psychology class used to use this a lot! Psychology was basically memorizing
vocabulary so we used to play Jeopardy! To help us study. Below is a link to a Jeopardy!
Template via Powerpoint. It is super easy to use and displays just like the Jeopardy
boards you see on TV!

Great for learning vocabulary or sentence structure!
The link below has the download for the template and teaches you how to use it.

https://slidelizard.com/en/blog/jeopardy-powerpoint-template

https://slidelizard.com/en/blog/jeopardy-powerpoint-template


NAME OF GAME

Lesson Type:
English Level:
Student Age:
Focus:
Best Setting:

Description:


